MENTOR/FELLOW PLAN

To be agreed upon by the fellow and mentor at the beginning of the program, then updated twice a year or as needed.

Please submit a copy of the completed form to Karen Ronayne

Date: ____________________________________________

Name of Fellow: ______________________________________

Name of Primary Mentor: ________________________________

Name of Associate Mentor: _______________________________ 

Name of Collaborative Research Site: ____________________________

Fellow Long-Term Goals

Describe research interests/areas:

Describe preferred job after fellowship:

Fellow Program Goals

List goals expected to achieve by the end of the First Year:

List goals expected to achieve by the end of the Second Year:

List goals expected to achieve by the end of the Third Year (if applicable):

If applicable, describe success in achieving previous year’s goals. If goals not achieved, describe why:
Scholarly Activities Over the Next Year

Publications:

Presentations at national meetings:

Additional presentations and reports:

Grants:

Mentor/Fellow Relationship

Fellow expectations from primary mentor:

Primary mentor expectations from fellow:

Form and frequency of contact:

Fellow Integration into Research Teams

Expected fellow participation in mentor’s research team:

Expected fellow participation in training site activities:

Additional Comments

Signatures

Fellow

Date

Mentor

Date

Program Director

Date